AG OPERATIONS
SKID STEERS/COMPACT TRACK LOADERS/
COMPACT WHEEL LOADERS/ATTACHMENTS

POWERFUL
PRODUCERS

JOHN DEERE AG OPERATIONS

HELPING HANDS
From sunup to sundown, all day and every day, you work to keep your operation efficient
and profitable. John Deere understands that — and we have the lineup of compact
equipment to help. From our new L-Series Compact Loaders; to our small-, mid-, and
large-frame G-Series Skid Steers and Compact Track Loaders; to the more than 100
Worksite Pro™ attachment options that connect interchangeably across our compact
product range, we have the application to tackle most any task. Having John Deere
machines on the farm or ranch is like having extra hired hands on the job — without
the hassle. LET’S GET TO WORK.

COMPACT
BUT MIGHTY.

SKID STEERS AND CTLS
MID-FRAME G-SERIES

EXTENSION
AGENTS.
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HERE’S THE
LATEST BIG IDEA.
MID-FRAME MASTERS

Loaded with state-of-the-art enhancements, our new
mid-frame 320G and 324G Skid Steers and 325G Compact
Track Loader (CTL) deliver industry-leading pushing power
and bucket breakout forces, for the tractive effort and
leverage to power through piles, move heavy materials or
hay bales, and stack bags of seed or feed. With more power
under the hood than previous models, they also feature
greater lift height, dump clearance, and reach. And they
maneuver comfortably in close quarters. Customer-inspired
options include rearview camera, deluxe LED side lighting,
heated seat, Bluetooth® radio, and hydraulic self-leveling
and ride control. See how a John Deere G-Series mid-frame
can be a good idea for your operation.

Mighty mover

FT4 diesels

Optional two-speed transmission
delivers travel speeds up to 11 mph,
for fast work cycles.

Turbocharged* EPA Final Tier 4 (FT4)/
EU Stage IV engines meet rigid
emission standards, run smooth,
and pack plenty of power and torque.

High achiever
Vertical-lift design enables the boom
to rise higher and reach farther, for
quicker and easier loading.
Feel the boom
Trim cycle times and speed
production in repetitive boom
applications with the optional
electrohydraulic (EH) boom
performance package.

Explore our complete lineup
of skid steers and CTLs. Visit the
Commercial Worksite Products
section at JohnDeere.com/CWP

*Optional on the 320G Skid Steer.

Cleared for takeoff
Virtually unobstructed sightlines
give you a clear view in all directions.
Easy to clean
New cab foot-well system reduces
cleanout time by half compared to
E-Series models.

SKID STEERS AND CTLS
SMALL- AND LARGE-FRAME G-SERIES

THERE’S POWER
IN NUMBERS.

SIZABLY STRONG SOLUTIONS
Our G-Series models enable you to work efficiently in pens,
stalls, and other tight spaces where larger machines won’t fit.
With their impressive power, lift heights, and visibility, these
agile machines completely redefine what compact ag equipment
can do. Choose vertical or radial lift, skid steer or compact track
loader (CTL), small or large frame — whichever best matches
your applications and operations.

Durably driven

Forward thinking

Beefed-up drive sprockets deliver
long-term durability.

Ample pushing power and improved
breakout forces deliver superior
traction and leverage.

Not a daily chore
Oil-bathed final-drive chains
withstand daily punishment
and never need adjustment.
Bigger to do more
Featuring additional lift height and
reach, greater boom and bucket
breakout forces, and more horsepower
than their small-frame siblings, largeframe 331G and 333G CTLs and 330G
and 332G Skid Steers are born ready
to handle your heaviest chores.

Trimmed to fit
Slimmed-down wheel options enable
small-frame 312GR–318G Skid Steers
to easily fit through openings as
narrow as 60 in.
Movable assets
Weighing only 5,995 to 8,195 lb.,
G-Series small-frame compacts are
easy to trailer behind a standard
pickup truck.

Explore our complete lineup
of skid steers and CTLs. Visit the
Commercial Worksite Products
section at JohnDeere.com/CWP
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MORE THAN

TOUGH
ENOUGH.

COMPACT WHEEL LOADERS
L- AND K-SERIES

REACH
FOR MORE.
TURN AROUND AND TACKLE.
ALWAYS A GOOD FIT

With a new 344L, 304L, or 204L as well as the proven 324K or 244K-II, the range of
tasks you can tackle is always within reach. Narrow machine widths and exceptional
reach help these compact crowd-pleasers easily fit in, even when things are tight.
And visibility from the spacious, comfortable cab is unrestricted, too. No matter which
model you choose, you’ll enjoy easy maintenance, rock-solid stability, and the versatility
to turn up the productivity of your operation.
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Explore our complete lineup of
compact wheel loaders. Visit the
Commercial Worksite Products
section at JohnDeere.com/CWP

Able and stable

Connection without interruption

Worksite wonders

Industry-exclusive Articulation Plus™
steering system on the 344L, 324K,
and 244K-II enables tight turns with
large loads, delivering more turn-tip
capability and stability than leading
competitive articulation loaders.

Optional skid-steer-style coupler
on the 204L, 244K-II, 304L, and 324K
can be actuated by push button to
quickly and easily connect or release
attachments without leaving the seat.

With up to 3-ft. 1-in. reach and 8-ft.
7-in. dump clearance, the 204L and
304L are highly able alternatives to
skid steers for loading trucks or
placing pallets.

High-lift hero

Get-up-and-go

Comfortable clearance

Increased reach and height to hinge
pin make the 324K High-Lift especially
adept at piling materials and stacking
lighter loads.

Two-range hydrostatic drivetrains
deliver infinite travel speeds up to
25 mph on the 344L.

Compact dimensions enable easy
navigation of narrow doorways,
trailers, and other low-clearance
openings.

KEY
SS

Skid Steer

CWL

Compact Wheel Loader

CTL

Compact Track Loader

Get details about individual
attachments. Visit the Worksite Pro
attachments section at
JohnDeere.com/WorksitePro

IT’S ALL ABOUT
GROWTH

ATTACHED TO DOING MORE.
Bale spears, rotary cutters, ag forks, rock buckets, and
more — choose from over 100 Worksite Pro attachments
to transform your John Deere compact machine into the
best tool for any home-on-the-range chore.

Silage Defacers
Pierce, separate, and rake
haulage or silage without
minimizing the load. Choose
a reach of 7 or 11 ft. to
match the task.
SS
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CWL

CTL
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1. Rotary Cutters
Double-edge blades, fast blade-tip speed, and
tapered side-discharge chute ensure clean cutting
and maximum material shredding. Cuts and mulches
up to 4-in.-diameter saplings and heavy brush.
SS

CTL

2. Rotary Tillers
Rotary tillers feature rugged construction, heavy-duty
tines, and a tilling depth to 6 in. Bidirectional operation
with heavy-duty adjustable leveling board.
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SS

CTL

3. Ag Forks/Utility Grapples
Durably constructed tines and a one-piece top clamp
enable steady handling of hay and manure.
SS

CTL

4. Pallet Forks
Available in lengths of 42, 48, and 60 in., our pallet
forks feature a brick-guard design for protection
against load damage.
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SS

CWL

CTL

5. Material/Manure Scrapers
Push or scrape manure, mud, light snow, or other wet
or sloppy materials. Rubber edges capably clean hard
surfaces such as concrete.
SS
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CTL

6. Bale Hugger/Square Bale Tines/Round Bale Spears
Bale hugger lifts, moves, and stacks rectangular or
round bales up to a 2,400-lb. load. Square bale tines
and round bale spears feature low-profile designs
for clear visibility from the machine.
SS

CWL

CTL

7. Side-Discharge Buckets
Spread sand, sawdust, or straw in livestock stalls.
Backfill gravel into trenches. Or precisely place
landscape mulch.
SS
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CWL

CTL

8. Buckets
Numerous multipurpose, construction, dirt, foundry,
utility, tooth, rock, grading-heel, light-material, and
new rollout buckets are available in varying widths and
capacities.
SS

CWL

CTL

9. Mulching Head
60-in. rotor and 30 double carbide-tipped teeth
shred woody materials into beneficial mulch in just
minutes. Removes underbrush and up to 8-in. trees
and 12-in. stumps.
SS

Ready to work
All Worksite Pro attachments feature Quik-Tatch,™ a universal,
self-cleaning attachment system that makes it fast and easy to
change attachments on Deere compact machines. For attachment
tilt up to 14 deg. left or right, Angle-Tatch attaches to the QuikTatch coupler to enable buckets, blades, and other non-hydraulic
attachments to rotate for more precise grading and leveling.

CTL

10. Power Rakes
Perfect for seedbed or site prep, power rakes feature
easy forward and backward operation. Adjustable end
plates provide box-scraper-like performance.
SS

CTL

CULTIVATING A SUCCESSFUL

OPERATION.
JOHN DEERE KNOWS AG — we always have. And we’re committed
to helping farmers and ranchers like you be as successful as possible.
So when your day goes from unloading trucks to stacking bales
to moving silage and feed, dependable Deere ag equipment will
give you the versatility, efficiency, and profitability your operation
needs for you to RUN YOUR WORLD.
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